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ActiveControl provides CRM and SFA

Customer Relationship Management [CRM]
Def. — Set of processes and supporting technologies used to 
acquire, retain and enhance customer relationships

Sales Force Automation [SFA]
Def. — A system that automatically records all the stages in a 
sales process. SFA includes a contact management system which 
tracks all contact that has been made with a given customer, the
purpose of the contact, and any follow up that might be required. 
This ensures that sales efforts won’t be duplicated eliminating the 
risk of irritating customers. SFA also includes a sales lead tracking 
system, which lists potential customers through paid phone lists, or 
customers of related products. Other elements of a SFA system can 
include, sales forecasting, order management and product 
knowledge. [Wikipedia]
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Main Screen
Header section
Features key top-level information including:

Main contact’s info
Total sales-to-date from Eagle
Clock in the customer’s time-zone
Date that Eagle was last updated with cust. info
Includes link for: 

— Adding a new customer
— Updating Eagle with customer info
— Searching for a particular customer record
— Finding a set of records that match various criteria

Midsection
Current sales opportunity info-at-a-glance
Sales-rep info

— Ability to pull up all of the rep’s accounts

Tab section: Contact notes
Notes regarding each customer interaction
Shows info on any related activity, 
e.g. quote approval, customer fax, etc.
Includes link for:

— Viewing quota information
— Viewing the rep’s daily planner/calendar

Note:

Green is in the 
middle of the 
visible spectrum 
and is easiest on 
the eyes



Main control area — fits in a 800 x 600 monitor screen



2nd Tab: Provides ability to keep contact info for multiple people



Tracks multiple locations independent of a particular person



Main Screen, Tab Section, 4th Tab

Special Info
in this case information about the farm and 
the types of products installed

Information helps in sales advise and 
conversations

Also includes a lookup capability to find 
existing installations that the customer can 
go see

This tab area would be customized for each 
company that purchases ActiveControl





Provides ability to attach documents to a sales account



Displays account information from Eagle



History of sales opportunities. The most current sales 
opportunity here shows up in blue area



Displays estimates and open orders from Eagle for this cust.



Many different types of events/activities can be tracked



Clicking on “SEARCH” brings up this screen for looking up a cust.



Clicking on “FIND” brings up this screen. “GO” will load all 
customer records that meet the desired criteria for viewing them
in the main screen.



Screen for entering a new customer account



Here is the Main Menu for reports and administration



Management can put out a message to the sale force that they 
will see when they launch the application to begin their day



Calendar Planner

Calendar Planner is the first screen that 
a sales rep goes to when the application 
launches

Month at a glance is featured in upper 
left corner

Timecard: start and stop are featured in 
the upper right corner

The scheduled calls for the day are 
shown in the body of the screen





Ability to easily see the call/contacts that were planned 
but not done



Other features

Duplicate checking across 4 different data 
points: 

— Company name
— Email
— Phone number
— Zip + first 10 characters of street address

Daily capture of sales performance for 
reporting

Sales quota tracking

Auto insertion of contact requests entered 
on the website, including assignment of 
sales rep

Address verification via USPS


